
Advanced Fire Training Simulators



IRE RAINING ENTERS
With over 130 years of direct fire service contribution, FIREBLAST GLOBAL has
specialized in the design, manufacturing and production of fire training equipment. 
We continuously strive to bring the latest state of the art equipment to our simulators
in order to keep pace with the challenges that first responders and fire service 
personnel face today. Our commitment is to be able to offer or source 100% of the 
products, services and expertise necessary for designing and building a city, regional or 
national fire service training center.

The FIREBLAST GLOBAL solution to live fire training is the integration of the next generation technology, 
coupled with the most advanced safety systems, software development package and data tracking
available, which delivers the industry’s most realistic training environment.

NTERIOR IVE IRE YSTEMS
•   Smoke Distribution Systems
•   Three Dimensional Fire
•   Flame Spread Capabilities
•   Flashover Capabilities
•   Wireless and HMI Displays
•   13 Point Safety System
•   Data Logging, Counters and Timers

FIREBLAST GLOBAL systems are not only certified compliant to NFPA and UL Standards, 
but include our customer’s specific standards and quality requirements worldwide.

CCESSORIES
Today’s training objectives require advanced training props.  FIREBLAST GLOBAL has a variety of training 
center accessories that can enhance any training program.  Training equipment is designed to be 
incorporated into modular, prefabricated steel or concrete structures.  Accessory examples consist of gas 
meter leak simulation, distribution panel fire simulation, annunciator panels, forcible entry windows, doors and 
breachable roll up doors.

The Expandable Trainer utilizes modular construction in the development of rescue and live fire training facilities
with the ability for future expansion. Capable of accommodating gas fired props or ordinary combustible products,
these facilities provide unlimited possibilities from single level units to multi floor training complexes. Confined
space, search and rescue, rappelling and forcible entry are just the beginning of the training objectives available
in the Expandable Series.

XPANDABLE RAINER



•   Class A Interior Fire
•   Interior Live Fire Simulator
•   Ventilation Simulator
•   Confined Space
•   Confined Maze
•   Forcible Entry

•   Planning
•   Design and Engineering
•   Project Management

RAINING BJECTIVES XPANDABLE ONFIGURATIONS
•   Class A Flashover Tunnel
•   Multi Level Tower
•   Residential Annex
•   Commercial
•   Industrial
•   Warehouse

ESIGN ERVICES ROUP

Response to industrial emergency incidents is a dynamic process that requires specific training techniques. FIREBLAST GLOBAL
believes that it is vital that the training equipment and the environment be designed to simulate actual incidents. Our solution to 
training for these types of incidents was the development of permanent and portable training props that provide consistent 
realistic training scenarios.

•   Flammable Liquid and Gas
•   Petro Chemical Plants
•   Power Generation
•   Industrial
•   Hazardous Materials
•   Mining

XTERIOR IRE YSTEMS

FIREBLAST GLOBAL knows that customers in this industry don’t just buy training equipment, they want training solutions. 
Fireblast Design Services Group offers pre construction design solutions. With our comprehensive expertise, the 
Design Services Group is able to provide complete training solutions for our customers.

As a member of your agency’s design team, we are committed to the establishment of partnerships with 
architects and engineers in providing valuable input through all phases of each project. After each site is 
implemented, FIREBLAST GLOBAL will assist in the development of the curriculum required to boost the 
end results of the new training center design.

IRE IMULATORSNDUSTRIAL

Our attention to each project is totally
focused toward the end users needs.

ESIGN ERVICES ESPONSIBILITIES



IRE
Vehicle fires represent one of the most common and hazardous fire response scenarios.  FIREBLAST 
GLOBAL offers multiple models of the Falcon Car Trainer, which is instrumental in preparing first 
responders tactics of approaching and suppressing vehicle fires.  Available in permanent, portable and 
mobile configuration, the Car Trainer offers variable burner and integrated burner options.

IREARITIME IMULATORS
Unique challenges are faced when responding to fires aboard a marine vessel. FIREBLAST GLOBAL’S Design Team and partners have
developed a variety of maritime training objectives, including ship hatches and narrow passages.  This live
fire training simulator will be challenging for even the most seasoned veteran. Add a smoke distribution 
center and create a low visibility environment to enhance search and rescue training.

•   Engine Fire
•   Bilge Fire
•   Split Flange Fire
•   Passenger Cabin Fire
•   Galley Fire
•   Cargo Fire

RAINING BJECTIVES

•   Engine Fire
•   Passenger Compartment Fire
•   Tire Fire
•   Flammable Liquid Spill Fire
•   Bumper Shock Discharge
•   Forcible Entry

RAINING BJECTIVES

AR IMULATORS

IRE IMULATORS
Aircraft Rescue Fire Fighting demands a combination of knowledge and 
experience to successfully meet the requirements of federal and 
international code compliancy.  FIREBLAST GLOBAL provides guidance and 
training resources designed to meet these requirements.

•   Narrow and Wide Body Configuration
•   Mobile Trainers
•   Military Fighter Jets
•   Helicopter Trainers
•   Airframe Components
•   Fuel Spill Fires

IRE YSTEMS

IRCRAFT



IRE RAININGOBILE ENTERS
IREFLASH ERIES RAINERS

Debuted in 1999, the Fireflash Series continues to impact fire personnel today by providing the 
capability to execute life saving techniques through a safe, challenging, and realistic training environment.

RAINERSAZ- AT
The Haz-Mat Tanker provides necessary skills training in the mitigation of 
hazardous liquid spill incidents. Equipped with leaking flange and flammable
fuel spill, the trainer can erupt into a flammable liquid and gas fire simulation, 
challenging fire personnel in fire control, while providing for material containment.

The Smoke Trainer is designed to test the confidence of all levels of first responders 
in the ability to perform search and rescue in a low visibility environment. This unit 
provides multi-level platforms that can be reconfigured to desired levels of difficulty.

RAINER

RAINER

The USAR trainer represents a collapsed structure on wheels. This trainer allows the instructor to reconfigure the 
training environment for additional degree of difficulty.  Multiple construction types of material utilized to meet 
the demanding requirements of urban search and rescue personnel.

MOKE

RAINERORCIBLE NTRY
The Forcible Entry Trainer is equipped with a variety of real life obstacles encountered in common structures. This 
unit provides the ability to cut, pry, force, and manipulate access into a structure without damaging the prop.

RAINERRADITIONAL
The Traditional Trainer combines live fire training with a multitude of rescue and self survival training scenarios. 
The Trainer is available in a variety of configurations from  single to multi unit combinations. Utilizing ordinary 
combustibles, the trainer also provides training proficiency in confined space, rappelling, forcible entry, 
and much more.



For a complete listing of products and
product information, please visit our 
website:

www.fireblast.com

Phone:      951.277.8319
Toll Free:  800.716.1977
Fax:          951.279.1705
Email:       information@fireblast.com

For nearly two decades FIREBLAST GLOBAL has specialized in the design and production of fire
training equipment for first responders and fire service personnel.  Founded in 1997, 
FIREBLAST GLOBAL continues to set the pace for the industry  and expand the scope of fire training.
As the premier provider of fire training equipment, FIREBLAST GLOBAL continues to provide 
every customer with products, service and support second to none.

How do you define value? At FIREBLAST GLOBAL, we believe the design of outstanding 
training equipment, with proven reliability, backed by top-rated product support, gives “value” 
a whole new meaning – and year after year our customers agree. We continually seek
new and meaningful ways to improve our services and existing products by introducing new 
technology in the ever-evolving marketplace. For our products to remain the pinnacle of 
fire training equipment means embracing the idea that even the best can always be better. 
This forward thinking process and our commitment to “Operational Excellence” is proof 
that FIREBLAST GLOBAL is the leader in innovation and design.

One of FIREBLAST GLOBAL’S founding principles was to create a new way of manufacturing that would result in a level of quality that is unrivaled in 
the industry, while decreasing the amount of time it takes to complete each training unit.

As all great organizations realize, these principles in large part depends upon the strength of its human assets.  In every way, we at FIREBLAST
GLOBAL recognize that our future will be directly  measured by the ability to attract and retain world-class talent.

Start your training adventure at the company with the very same professionals who will engineer and build your new FIREBLAST GLOBAL live fire
training unit. We invite all of our potential customers to visit our manufacturing facility and witness the exceedingly high standards of quality, in terms 
of fit, finish, materials, systems and equipment built into our products compared to the industry.
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